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Abstract 
Thermodynamic upper bounds for polymer foam cell densities are predicted us­
ing compressible self-consistent ﬁeld theory. It is found that the incompressible 
limit always gives the highest, and therefore ultimate, upper bound. Qualitative 
comparisons between the compressible and incompressible cases agree, indicat­
ing that low temperatures and high blowing agent content should be used to 
achieve high cell densities. The inhomogeneous bubble structure reveals devia­
tions from the expected homogeneous Sanchez-Lacombe equation of state, con­
sistent with some experimental results. A generalized Sanchez-Lacombe equa­
tion of state is discussed in the context of its suitability as a simple alternative 
to the Simha-Somcynsky equation of state. 
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1. Introduction
Polymer foams have found many applications in ﬁelds such as transporta­
tion, packaging, construction, consumer goods and many other areas [1]. New 
applications continue to be found, and there is particular economic and tech­
nological interest in advanced, high quality foams. These typically have bubble 
sizes on the order of microns or nanometers and can have superior proper­
ties compared to conventional polymer foams. The creation of such advanced 
micro- or nano-cellular foams is, however, a non-trivial task and many diﬀerent 
techniques and chemistries are being explored to this end. To rationalize and 
reduce the scope of this search, it is desirable to have a method of determining 
whether a given combination of polymer and blowing agent under particular 
thermodynamic conditions is likely to be able to produce a foam of a desired 
quality, independent of the technique used to generate the foam. Such a method 
would not guarantee that the desired foam could necessarily be achieved, but 
it could provide evidence that a foam of a prescribed cell density is at least 
thermodynamically possible for given choices of polymer and blowing agent. 
Recently, we introduced a method of predicting the maximum cell density 
of foams based on self-consistent ﬁeld theory (SCFT) [2]. The method didn’t 
predict an absolute cell density, but rather provided an upper bound that, from 
a thermodynamic perspective, real foams would be unlikely to exceed. One 
would expect that actual foams would in fact have cell densities signiﬁcantly 
lower than the predicted maximum, due to important kinetic and processing 
issues. Polymer foaming is after all a non-equilibrium process and the SCFT 
method is an equilibrium model. Nonetheless, one can use SCFT for polymer 
foaming as has been argued in references [3] and [4]. Our method was not quan­
titative however but rather provided only qualitative guidance such as ﬁnding 
that foaming should take place at as low a practical temperature as possible, 
that the maximum amount of blowing agent that doesn’t cause spinodal de­
composition should be used, and that polymer surface tension is not always 
an important factor in predicting cell densities [2]. The root of the qualitative 
nature of our predictions was that we used, for simplicity, an incompressible 
model of polymer foaming. This is far from realistic, but there is evidence that 
such an approach can be used to give reliable qualitative predictions [5, 6, 7]. 
In this paper, we drop the incompressible limitation in order to explore the 
extent to which compressibility aﬀects our previous qualitative predictions. We 
ﬁnd that all our previous predictions continue to be valid and, what’s more, 
that the incompressible case does indeed set the thermodynamic upper bound 
on polymer foam cell densities. In addition, we are able to comment on the 
limitations of the Sanchez-Lacombe equation of state and we speculate on how 
it might be easily adapted to become competitive with the Simha-Somcynsky 
equation of state. The results we present in this work are a qualitative demon­
stration of the approach, but the methodology can be made quantitative under 
certain conditions. 
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2. Theory 
We describe a compressible mixture of monodisperse polymer and either gas 
or super-critical ﬂuid using a hole-based self-consistent ﬁeld theory (SCFT). In 
hole theories, a compressible formalism is achieved by representing voids in the 
mixture as particles that occupy some space. These ﬁctitious particles have no 
energetic interactions with any of the true chemical species but contribute only 
translational entropy to the problem. An appropriate choice of the volume for 
the hole particles allows this entropy to produce the experimentally expected 
equation of state (EOS) – more holes correspond to lower pressure and fewer 
holes correspond to higher pressure. The hole-based SCFT that we use in this 
work was ﬁrst introduced by Hong and Noolandi [8]. As there are many very 
good reviews of SCFT, such as references [9] and [10], we will not present the 
details of SCFT here but rather refer the reader to our previous works for 
incompressible [2, 3] and compressible [6, 11] polymer foams. The SCFT model 
for a compressible polymer solvent system can however be summarized by the 
free energy functional       
F˜ ≡ NF 
ρ0kB T V 
= −φp ln Qp 
V φp
− φs 
αs 
ln
Qs 
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− φh 
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+ χssNϕs(r)ϕs(r) − wp(r)ϕp(r) − ws(r)ϕs(r)2 
−wh(r)ϕh(r)] . (1) 
In equation (1), ϕp(r), ϕs(r) and ϕh(r) are the local (position dependent) vol­
ume fractions of polymer, gas (or ﬂuid), and holes, respectively. The subscript 
“s” is used for the gas volume fraction since it is customary in SCFT to refer to 
molecules lacking polymeric internal degrees of freedom as “solvent” molecules. 
We will continue to use this term in this paper. The total system volume frac­
tions for polymer, solvent and holes are φp, φs and φh, respectively, and single 
molecule partition functions are given by Qp, Qs and Qh, respectively. The 
ratio of the volume of a solvent molecule to a polymer molecule is denoted by 
αs and that of a hole to a polymer molecule is αh. The volume of one polymer 
segment is designated as ρ−1 and the degree of polymerization is N . The segre­0 
gation between polymer segments, solvent molecules and holes would normally 
be speciﬁed using Flory-Huggins parameters χps, χph and χsh, but we ﬁnd this 
misleading as the holes don’t actually interact with polymer or solvent. Instead, 
we follow our previous convention [11] and use instead the parameters χps, χpp 
and χss for polymer-solvent, polymer-polymer and solvent-solvent interactions, 
respectively. These parameters are related to the chemistry of the polymer and 
solvent molecules and are also inversely proportional to temperature T . Follow­
ing reference [11], we assume a dimensionless temperature dependence for each 
χ (or more conveniently, the product χN) of 
χN = 
A 
+ B 
T 
(2)
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where we chose Aps = 270, App = −12, Ass = 0 and all B’s as zero. The mean 
ﬁelds felt by each polymer segment, solvent molecule or hole due to interac­
tions with all other segments, molecules and holes in the system are given by 
w(r)p,s or h. The left hand side of (1) is the system free energy (F ) per sys­
tem volume (V ), made dimensionless using appropriate factors. In this work, 
all lengths are phrased in terms of the radius of gyration of a polymer, Rg. 
Variation of equation (1) with respect to all functions yields a set of coupled, 
non-linear equations to be solved self-consistently. The hole formalism allows 
one to complete the set of equations with the expression 
ϕp(r) + ϕs(r) + ϕh(r) = 1. (3) 
The SCFT equations are solved numerically as described in previous work [3, 
6, 7, 11]. For any given hole volume fraction and box size, the sample pressure 
can be calculated using the formula   
P = − ∂F 
∂V np,ns,T 
(4)
where np and ns, the number of polymer and solvent molecules in the volume 
V , are held constant. 
The formalism is used in a way that parallels reference [2]. We choose close-
and φ0 
packed polymer and solvent volume fractions for the incompressible case, φ0 p 
, and change the size of the calculational volume V to ﬁnd the maximum s
cell density. The deﬁnition of the cell density is given in the next paragraph. 
We then add holes by increasing the hole volume fraction φh from zero. This 
means that φp and φs will have to change for equation (3) to be satisﬁed, but 
the ratio of φp to φs must remain the same as the ratio φ0 0 . The volume to φp s
V is varied again to ﬁnd the maximum cell density for this choice of φh.This 
procedure is repeated for a range of hole volume fractions, in other words, for a 
range of sample volumes. 
The calculation is done in spherical coordinates with only one bubble in the 
volume V , so the bubble will naturally centre itself within the spherical coordi­
nates in order to minimize the free energy [12]. This is depicted schematically 
in ﬁgure 1(a) with a data plot of a radial cross section of the system shown in 
ﬁgure 1(b). The volume V is then the average volume per bubble. The typical 
cell number density is thus the inverse of V , at least in principle. One can choose 
to deﬁne the cell density as the number of cells per unit volume or the number 
of cells per unit volume of polymer [13]. We chose the latter in reference [2] 
and we follow this convention again in this work. Therefore the cell density is 
deﬁned as the inverse of the product of the calculational box volume times the 
overall polymer volume fraction. This gives us the best possible cell density for 
a given amount of solvent and holes. Our method is not able to account for 
kinetic phenomena, bubble polydispersity and other experimental realities, so 
our predictions must be viewed as upper limits on possible cell densities. The 
maximum cell density will typically be found at the smallest possible bubble 
radius for any given φs and φh, that is, at the critical radius. Paralleling our 
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Figure 1: (a) A schematic of the system. A spherical computational box is used containing a 
centred single bubble of ﬂuid surrounded by polymer. (b) A radial cross section of the spherical 
computational volume containing a single bubble using data from an SCFT calculation. 
previous article however, one can also ﬁnd maximum cell densities for other cri­
teria such as the cell density corresponding to the maximum amount of bubble 
surface area per volume of foam or to the smallest radius cell that completely 
excludes polymer from its interior. Speciﬁcally, the ﬁrst of these cases, the crit­
ical radius of the bubble, is considered to be the smallest radius that our SCFT 
computation predicts is stable. Smaller than this radius, the bubble structure 
will collapse during computation and a uniform mixture is predicted. For the 
second case, the surface area of a bubble can be found given the bubble radius. 
We give an SCFT deﬁnition of bubble radius in a previous work [3], and this 
allows us to predict the bubble area for a given calculation volume, speciﬁcally, 
the bubble area to volume ratio. The radius of this maximum is, surprisingly, 
not necessarily the critical radius. Thirdly, the local volume fractions of each 
chemical species are outputs of the SCFT, so it is straightforward to examine 
the volume fraction of polymer at the centre of the bubble as a function of 
bubble radius. The smallest radius at which there is negligible polymer at the 
bubble center is diﬀerent from both the critical radius and the maximum bubble 
area radius. We examine all three of these cases in the Results and Discussion 
section. The model can be made quantitative with appropriate input data, 
but since the predictions are for maximal cell densities rather than actual cell 
densities, we here view trends to be more important than speciﬁc values. 
3. Results and Discussion 
For our SCFT calculations, we examined two dimensionless temperatures 
(using equation (2)) T = 1.5 and T = 2.0 for molecular sizes described by 
= 0.01. For T = 1.5, we took φ0 p = 0.74, φ
0 0.26, χppN = −8,αh = αs = s 
χssN = 0, and χpsN = 180. For T = 2.0, we took φ0 0.69, φ0 p = s = 0.31,
χppN = −6, χssN = 0, and χpsN = 135. These values were chosen so that 
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the two diﬀerent temperatures would have the same pressure when in an ini­
tial homogeneous (high pressure, approaching incompressible) state. These χ 
parameters correspond to a blowing agent of a “nitrogen” type, since we get 
higher solubilities at higher temperatures [14]. Other choices of χ parameters 
can give lower solubilities at higher temperatures which would correspond to 
“carbon dioxide” type blowing agents [15, 16, 17, 18, 19]. Figure 2 shows cell 
densities as a function of sample volume for the above choices of parameters 
corresponding to T = 1.5 and T = 2.0. The sample volume is presented rather 
than sample pressure since the foaming sample will not be in equilibrium with 
the experimental ambient pressure and therefore the actual sample pressure 
may be more diﬃcult to determine than the sample volume.
Figure 2: Cell densities as a function of sample volume. For dimensionless temperature 1.5, 
the black squares show the smallest cell possible, that is, the critical radius. The red circles 
show the maximum bubble area to volume ratio and the green triangles give the highest cell 
density for which there is almost no polymer inside the centre of the bubble. Open black 
squares, open red circles and open green triangles give the same respective quantities for 
dimensionless temperature 2.0. 
 In ﬁgure 2, the 
two diﬀerent temperatures are presented for three diﬀerent situations. These 
three situations are: the cell density at the critical radius, the cell density when 
the bubble area to system volume ratio is maximum, and the cell density for 
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the smallest bubble that completely excludes polymer from its centre. For both 
dimensionless temperatures, T = 1.5 and T = 2.0, and for all three cases, we 
ﬁnd that the maximum cell density corresponds to the incompressible system, 
normalized as V = 1.0V0.. These results lead immediately to two important 
validations of the incompressible model [2]. Firstly, the incompressible system 
does indeed give the overall maximal cell density for a given polymer foam sys­
tem. Therefore, more complicated formalisms incorporating various EOS are 
not necessary for establishing, qualitatively, trends in maximum cell density 
behaviour. Secondly, cell densities at T = 1.5 are always higher, for all situ­
ations examined here, than for T = 2.0. Therefore, our previous ﬁnding that 
foaming should be performed at the lowest possible practical temperatures in 
order to maximize cell densities is born out in the compressible case. Again, 
for qualitative comparisons, the simpler, incompressible formalism can therefore 
be used. The two panels of ﬁgure 3 show maximum cell densities as functions 
of both sample volume and overall solvent volume fraction. The ﬁrst panel is 
for T = 1.5 and the second panel is for T = 2.0. For both temperatures, we 
show the case of complete polymer exclusion from the interior of a bubble, but 
the results are qualitatively the same for the critical radius and maximum bub­
ble area to volume ratio conditions on the cell density. These ﬁgures conﬁrm a 
third result of the incompressible model, that is, that cell densities are increased 
with increasing solvent volume fraction. Therefore, one should maintain a high 
blowing agent content, but no so high as to cause spinodal decomposition. In 
general then, one wants to keep the sample from expanding as much as possible 
while the bubbles grow, that is, as close to incompressible as possible. In all 
cases, this gives the highest cell density. For example, when dropping pressure 
to cause foaming, the lower pressure at which the foaming takes place might 
be kept as high as possible.
Figure 3: Cell densities as functions of close-packed solvent (blowing agent) volume fraction 
and sample volume. Cell densities are determined assuming polymer volume fraction within 
a bubble is zero. Results for other cases, speciﬁcally bubble surface area to sample volume 
ratio and critical radius, are qualitatively the same. (a) T = 1.5. (b) T = 2.0. 
(a) (b) 
 In ﬁgure 3 we also show cell density data out to 
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higher sample volumes for high φ0 than for low φ0 . This is because the bubble s s
structure in SCFT breaks down at diﬀerent values of sample volume depending 
on φ0 .s This is evidence that foams with more blowing agent may be capable of 
greater expansion than foams with less blowing agent. 
While the upper bound cell density corresponds to the incompressible case, 
one will often want information about foams which depends critically on the 
particular EOS that is applicable. The Hong and Noolandi SCFT that we are 
using can be made to reduce to the Sanchez-Lacombe (SL) EOS [8], but it 
does not necessarily reduce to SL. This is important since the SL EOS has 
been shown to fail for polymer foams under certain circumstances [17, 20]. The 
Simha-Somcynsky (SS) EOS has been found to be quantitatively superior for 
polymer foams [17, 20]. On the other hand, the SS EOS is much more com­
plicated and has more free parameters than SL [21], so it’s not surprising that 
better agreement can be found. Figure 4 shows pressure as a function of sam­
ple volume for both homogeneous (SL) and inhomogeneous polymer (bubble 
SCFT) systems. It demonstrates that inhomogeneity alone is enough to cause 
disagreement between SL and inhomogeneous SCFT predictions. While the SL 
and SCFT EOS lines seem to fall close to each other in panel (a), the blow up 
in panel (b) at high pressures reveals quite a diﬀerence. At lower pressures in 
panel (c), the diﬀerence is reduced, but still exists. Inhomogeneity is not the 
cause of the disagreement between experiment and theory in references [17] and 
[20] because these works examine solubilities, not foaming. However, our results 
show that inhomogeneity causes increasing disagreements with the standard SL 
EOS with increasing pressures. This parallels the aforementioned solubility ex­
periments that also predict the failure of SL for high pressures [17, 20, 22]. We 
further notice that this deviation from SL is larger at lower temperatures. To 
our knowledge, this has yet to be investigated experimentally. For the inhomo­
geneous results in ﬁgure 4, we used bubbles that completely excluded polymer 
from the bubble center. For the critical radius and maximum bubble area to 
volume cases, the results are much less dramatic but qualitatively the same. 
Furthermore, SL assumes the same, lattice-derived, ﬁxed molecular volume for 
polymer segments, solvent molecules and holes. While we have done the same 
here, we don’t have to. These molecular volume values might depend on pres­
sure or temperature themselves. Thus more parameters appear which, although 
not the same as the SS theory, can give the homogeneous EOS derived from 
SCFT a wider scope. In this work, for simplicity, we have used αs = αh so 
the homogeneous version of equation (1) reduces to SL. For quantitative pre­
dictions, this condition could be relaxed. These sort of quantitative predictions 
and possible relationships between a generalized SCFT derived SL EOS and 
diﬀerent modiﬁcations of the SL EOS, such as those suggested in references [23] 
and [24], are beyond the scope of this work. 
4. Conclusions 
We have generalized the SCFT approach of [2] to account for compressibility 
in the prediction of the maximum possible cell densities for polymer foams using 
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Figure 4: Dimensionless pressure as a function of sample volume. Panel (a) shows predictions 
for the homogeneous pressure for T = 1.5 (black squares) and T = 2.0 (green open circles). It 
also shows the inhomogeneous pressure for T = 1.5 (red triangles) and T = 2.0 (blue inverted 
triangles). Panels (b) and (c) show blow-ups at sample volumes of 1.01V0 and 1.3V0. 
(a) 
(b) (c) 
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the hole theory of Hong and Noolandi [8]. We ﬁnd that the upper limit cell 
density in all cases still corresponds to the incompressible case. This means that 
the simpler, incompressible formalism is appropriate for determining qualitative 
trends for composition, chemistry and temperature choices for maximizing cell 
densities in polymer foams. Consistent with reference [2], lower temperatures 
are predicted to give higher cell densities, not only for incompressible systems, 
but also all ranges of compressibility. Higher blowing agent content is also 
conﬁrmed as favourable to high cell densities. To maximize cell densities, we 
ﬁnd here that the system should be maintained as close to incompressible as 
possible, that is, that the sample volume expansion should be restrained as 
much as possible while bubbles are growing. 
We report deviations in the EOS behaviour of our inhomogeneous system 
from that of the SL EOS at high pressures that parallel the experimental ﬁndings 
of references [17] and [20]. This is particularly notable since we chose our SCFT 
formalism to reduce to SL in the homogeneous limit. If the volumes of holes and 
solvents are chosen to be diﬀerent however, a new parameter is added to the 
SL equation, giving a generalized version that may be more competitive with 
Simha-Somcynsky quantitatively, while maintaining the essential simplicity and 
corresponding states principle of SL. SCFT therefore provides a facile route to 
deriving a generalized SL EOS. In future work, the relationship of this new SL 
EOS with other modiﬁed SL equations may be established and the quantitative 
predictive power established. The SCFT method may also be used to make 
predictions about nucleation barriers, expansion ratios, open versus closed cell 
foam structures and cell wall thicknesses. 
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